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Electroweak Zjj production at the LHC

❖ Why Electroweak Vjj production is interesting:
❖ Study the kinematic of VBF-like processes. Use this as 

a ‘standard candle’ for VBF/VBS simulations
❖ Sensitive to anomalous weak-boson self-interactions
❖ Rare process. Typically O(1%) of the inclusive Vjj final 

state, which is dominated by the strong Zjj process
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MC generators used in the analysis
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Zjj topology preselection
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❖ Detector-level analysis has identical kinematic selection, with additional isolation of 
leptons using tracks and calorimeter deposits in region around lepton in  x η ϕ



Events passing Zjj topology preselection
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Strong Zjj modelling issues

❖ Data not well modelled by simulation at the highest mjj

❖ SHERPA strong Zjj predicts more events than the data by itself.

❖ Makes it difficult to extract the electroweak component
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Strong process mismodelling: not a new feature
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Phys.Lett.B 803 (2020) 135341 Eur.Phys.J C 77 (2017) 012007



Inclusive Zjj differential cross section measurements

❖ Baseline approach: measure inclusive Zjj differential cross sections as a function of mjj, pT,ll, , signed- .
❖ Provide measurements in EW-suppressed regions to help improve strong Vjj and strong VVjj modelling
❖ Ensures EW extraction can be repeated with state-of-art generators in the future

Δyjj Δϕjj
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EW-enhanced and EW-suppressed regions

❖ Signal extracted with an ABCD-like method

❖ EW-enhanced signal region defined by lack of 
additional jet activity and centrally produced Z 
bosons (w.r.t the dijet system). 

❖ Three EW-suppressed control regions defined by 
reversing these criteria.
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Extraction of EW Zjj: methodology (I)
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Standard likelihood

Constraints on strong Zjj production

r=region, i=bin of observable



Extraction of EW Zjj: methodology (II)

❖ Example: Poor agreement of SHERPA before constraint (left) is significantly improved after constraint (right).

❖ Uncertainties in method from choice of strong Zjj generator (Sherpa, Madgraph LO, Madgraph NLO) and scale variations of each 
generator.

❖ Cross-checks using simpler sequential method; variation of CRs; variation of functions used in constraint.
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EW Zjj measurements: uncertainties

❖ Final measurement impacted by jet energy scale uncertainties and strong Zjj modelling uncertainties
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EW Zjj: differential cross sections (I)
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EW Zjj: differential cross sections (II)
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EFT reinterpretation
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ℒeff = ℒSM + ∑
i

ci

Λ2
𝒪i

|ℳ |2 = |ℳSM |2 + 2 Re(ℳ*SMℳd6) + |ℳd6 |2

❖ Excellent sensitivity from signed-  observable
❖ Limits primarily driven by interference term.
❖ CP-sensitive observable with asymmetric effects.

Δϕjj

pure dimension-6
SM-dim6 interference



Constraints on Wilson coefficients in EFT
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Summary and outlook

❖ Electroweak Zjj differential cross sections presented as a function of mjj, pT,ll, , and signed- .

❖ Useful for understanding kinematic properties of VBF- and VBS- like processes 

❖ sensitive to operators in dimension-6 EFT.

❖ Analysis requires data-driven methods to adequately constrain the strong Zjj background.

❖ Inclusive Zjj distributions measured in EW-enhanced and EW-suppressed regions will aid future modelling 
initiatives for V+jet production.

Paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.15458 

Hepdata: https://www.hepdata.net/record/ins1803608 

Δyjj Δϕjj
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Strong Zjj constraint with Madgraph
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